Abstract : Information and Communication technologies have been rapidly developed, innovative teachings are made possible. In order to promote innovation of teaching, we will demonstrate some applications of Computable Document Format (CDF) in teaching in the form of: animation, visualization, and interaction.
Introduction
Asinformation and communication technologies have been rapidly developed, innovation of teaching are made possible. The emerging technology makes it possible to enhance education, hands-on experience, with interactive elearning tools or technologies that support better animation, visualization and interaction between the learning contents and learner.
Edager Dale (see [5] ) suggested that traditional classroom lecturing style is a passive learning style. To be more effective in passive learning, students have to be provoked and inspired. With the advances of technology, active learning that concentrates on talk, dramatic presentation, real experience, and real things is possible to be a part of learning environment in order to improve the learning quality and inspire student's interests. The cone of learning in active learning is shown in figure 1.
Fig. 1: The Cone of Learning
The present rich media technology, stimulates new opportunities for researchers and educators to provide and integrate video, text, audio, animation, and graphics into valuable experiences that deliver superior results for interactive teaching and learning. There have been many different explorations of applications of technology in education in the recent years such as flash, HTML5, and mathJax etc. Among all of that, the applications of Computable Document Format (CDF) from Wolfram are very significant (see [4] ). The CDF offers an interactive platform for visualization, interaction, and animation, which are critical elements in active learning environments. Using the CDF, instructors can create visual depictions of data sets or models that can be later manipulated by students, and the change can be intuitively displayed on screen. If algorithms are implemented in the models or data set, the relationships among data and model variables can be shown on how these interact dynamically. The CDF contains Mathematica's core, and provides algorithms for visualization of 2D and 3D. By using the computational power, the instructors could simply build interactive graphics to make the learning material more dynamic and give viewers a way to manipulate the elements by using a set of controls that would accompany the depictions. Kopecký (see [6] ) presented the CDF on interactive International Conference on Advanced Information and Communication Technology for Education (ICAICTE 2015) learning material for teaching statistics. After study of applying the CDF on histogram, probability distribution, and then central limit theorem, the author concluded that the CDF has the potential significant effecton the development of teaching materials at all levels of education. Barry and Rachael (see [2] ) studied the interactive webbased tool for learning mathematics including static and dynamic or interactive software tools. They found that the interactive resources are lacking. Web-based animations and interactive and dynamic tools are appropriate for undergraduate mathematics courses, and play an important role in mathematical education. Based on Wolfram Mathematica, the CDF serves display engine for mathematics, and makes it possible to create and deliver inline animation, interaction and visualization means with a clean and consistent interface. Although the CDF must be programmed and not supported by default by most computers, a browser plug-in or stand-along CDF player( see [3] ) is free downloadable to read CDF files in the standalone desktop application or through a Web browser plug-in. It is also available for Windows, Mac OS, and Linux and mobile Oss as well. FreeCDF license is also available for non-commercial use to give users the right to use, modify and distribute CDF. Wolfram (see [10] ) also host thousands of interactive documents created by Wolfram Mathematica users. In this research, we focused on applying the CDF to provide active involvement of students in learning, use the CDF as an experimental mean of understanding concept via animation, and interaction, and visualization process, and demonstrate the CDF with real-world problems that student could be able to use interactivity to further and enrich the learning experience. The examples developed in the paper are meant to be simple (i.e. easy to use) intuitive (no instructions necessary) flexible (adaptable for many uses) Aesthetic (look good and professionally designed).
Animation Approach
Animation approach is a very powerful way to help students understand concepts. Animation is not technically interactive. However, the internal relationship among variables and algorithms can be visually demonstrated and explained better with animation approach, and the concept behind can be demonstrated well. To illustrate animation with the CDF, we show how to create a demo of ten spheres system, which can be used in a classroom of studying the solar system. Example 2.1 Ten Spheres System. If someone is teaching something about the solar system, it would be a great idea to use the animation approach. We are to show how easy it is to create an animation of a ten spheres system that will help us to deliver the information about the solar system as shown in Fig. 2 Then we run the code in Mathematica and export the file as a CDF file. Then we can load the file to a web server and insert the file into a HTML file (see [8] ).
Visualization Approach
It is very helpful in teaching by adapting visualization approach as someone said "a picture is worth a thousand words" (see [1] ). There are very practical examples that were discussed in [4] . We are to share the following examples in the hope to bring more experience to the community.
Example 3.1. When we introduced a Möbius strip to students, traditionally, we would use a paper strip. With the CDF, we can visualize it on computer. In the following, we used Mathematica to create a strip in CDF as shown in Fig. 3 It is very easy to implement the mapping using Mathematica and save it in a CDF. It results in the plot of the Euler's spiral on the sphere, as shown in Fig. 9 .We can create a sphere with multiple of Euler's spirals, as shown in Fig. 10 .The visualization of the mapping can be found at our website (see [9] ). 
Interactive Approach
Interactive approach enhance animation with the capability to accept user's input and change the visualization correspondingly. Interactive graphics focus on natural senses and help viewers to develop analytical thinking in the way form single perception and experience to general knowledge (see [6] ). This approach would allow users to enter different data for some parameters and observe the changes. In the following example, we demonstrate the object of hyperboloid by using the CDF. After we run the code, we save it as a CDF file and upload it to a web server. Then we insert it into a HTML page. The object is shown in Fig. 11 . User can enter different values for each of the parameters a, b, and c to view the changes of the object (see [8] ). 
Conclusions
We have presented three different approaches in the applications of CDF in animation, visualization, and interaction. These three approaches are critical elements in active learning environment. CDF provides a simple and consistent mean to create rich animation, visualization, and interaction for instructors to innovate teaching. Further studies could be focus on observing the effects of such learning materials on learning and key competences of students from different fields.
